


Internet gambling has fallen far short of initial estimates and the outlook for the courts or Congress to legalize sports betting — touted 

frequently as the savior of the industry — remains dim.

It is a city and an industry in deep distress.

Painful impact

The mayor, Don Guardian, has taken a realistic approach, accepting the painful impact of casino closings and the loss of some 7,000 jobs as 

a necessary transition period during which the city and the indu stry can, hopefully, find the appropriate balance and thrive once again.

It’s an admission that those who warned the city had become “over-casinoed” were, indeed, correct, that the number of operating  casinos 

could not be profitably sustained in the long  term and the weak performers would wither.

While the economic downturn that gripped the nation five years ago contributed mightily to the industry’s decline, the competit ion from the 

neighboring states of Pennsylvania and New York was overwhelming.

In the span of a few years, Pennsylvania had supplanted Atlantic City as the second-most visited gambling destination in the country, 

behind Las Vegas. Pennsylvania, with its two distinct east and west casino regions, is not a market in the same sense as Atlantic City, but 

Philadelphia’s proximity has siphoned off a part of Atlantic City’s customer base.

Gamblers in New York and the North Jersey counties can head west on Route 80 for an hour and arrive at Pocono Mountains casino resorts 

while others headed in the same direction on Route 78 to the Bethlehem, Pa., casino.

A two- or three-hour drive south on the Garden State Parkway was no longer required.

For Philadelphia gamblers, slots and table games were a mere subway ride away or a quick hop north over the city line into lowe r Bucks 

County.

Atlantic City lost its monopoly and its patrons now had other, more convenient opti ons. And, they took them.

Committed to Atlantic City

Christie and Sweeney made it clear that they do not intend to abandon the five-year plan; they remain committed to restoring to  Atlantic 

City some of the magic it once enjoyed and regaining its place as an economic and employment power.

At the same time, they are all too aware of the competitive market winds that have reduced Atlantic City’s once bright candle flame to a 

flicker. The prospect of once glittering hotels and crowded gaming halls standing shuttered and abandoned on the boardwalk is something 

neither wants to contemplate.

Finding a path to satisfy the differing interests involved will be a test for them both.


